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Abstract
We show that the continuous existential quanti+er ∃! is not de+nable in Escard,o’s Real-PCF
from all functionals equivalent to a given total one in a uniform way. We further prove that
relative to any total functional of type (I → I) → I which gives the maximum-value for any
total input, we may, given a computable, total functional  of type (R → R) → R +nd a
Real-PCF-de+nable total  equivalent to . c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. Introduction
In [12] Dana Scott introduced a language for de+ning certain computable objects in
the hierarchy of algebraic domains based over the =at domains for the natural numbers
and the Boolean values. He also introduced a logic for this language. In 1993 the paper
was published in a slightly revised form [13]. In [9] Plotkin viewed Scott’s language
as a programming language PCF , replacing the logic by an operational semantics. The
types of PCF are the base types 	 for the natural numbers and o for the Booleans or
truth values. Higher types are de+ned from base types forming formal function types
(→ ).
We will assume familiarity with PCF , and only give the de+nitions essential for our
results.
The denotational semantics of PCF is given within the following structure:
1. C(	)=N⊥= {⊥}∪N.
2. C(o)=B⊥= tt;  ;⊥}, where tt and  are the two truth values ‘true’ and ‘false’.
3. C(→ ) is the algebraic domain of continuous functions from C() to C().
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The construction is equivalent in the category of continuous domains.
Now every term T of type  with free variables among x˜ of type ˜ may be interpreted
in an obvious way as a continuous function
<T = : C (˜)→ C():
We say that an object ∈C() is PCF-de3nable if there is a closed term T of type
 with = <T =.
Likewise  is PCF de3nable in  of type  if there is a term T of type  with one
free variable x of type  such that = <T =( ).
Plotkin [9] showed that there are +nite objects, compacts, in this model that are not
PCF-de+nable. Adding a constant POR for parallel or, this fault could be adjusted.
However, there are still computable objects that are not PCF-de+nable in POR. The
most prominent example is the continuous existential quanti+er ∃! of type (	→ o)→ o
de+ned by
Denition 1. Let c be de+ned by c (⊥)=  , the constant for falsehood.
Let ∃!(c )=  .
Let ∃!(f)= tt if f(n)= tt for at least one n∈N.
Let ∃!(f)=⊥ in all other cases.
Plotkin [9] proved that ∃! is not PCF +POR-de+nable. Further he proved that all
computable objects in the hierarchy of domains will be PCF +POR+∃!-de+nable.
The functional ∃! is not a total object, and there is no way to extend it to a
continuous total object.
Escard,o (unpublished) observed that ∃! is PCF-de+nable from the total functional
 of type ((	→ o)→ o)→ o de+ned by
1. (F)= tt if ∃f(F(f)= tt):
2. (F)=  if ∀f(f total ⇒F(f)= ).
In [3, 4] he showed that ∃! is de+nable in his extended system Real-PCF from a
total instance M of the operator extracting the maximal value of a continuous function
de+ned on the unit interval.
In both cases, the functional considered by Escard,o is maximal in the domain or-
dering, and it is heavily used that the functionals give information from partial input.
Thus it is natural to ask the question
Is it possible to compute ∃! from the “totality part” of a total object?
In this paper we will give a brief introduction to the semantics of Real-PCF . For
each type we will isolate the total objects, and we will show that there is a natural
equivalence relation on the set of total objects of each type.
The equivalence relation will correspond to the identity relation for base types and
application will respect the equivalence relations. This means that we may form the
quotient hierarchy as a typed extensional hierarchy of total functionals based over
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N; B; R and the unit interval I . This hierarchy is, by the way, isomorphic to the one
obtained in the category of limit spaces, see Normann [8].
For each total object  of any type we will show that there is no way we can de+ne
∃! uniformly from any  equivalent to .
There are two reasons why we +nd the fact that ∃! is not uniformly de+nable in
any total object interesting. The +rst reason is that though there is a total, computable
object from which all other computable objects are Real-PCF-de+nable, the totality of
this object plays no signi+cant part in this result.
The other reason is that though the generalisation of the main result of Normann [7]
to Real-PCF is still open, we can generalise one of the non-trivial consequences.
Theorem 1. Let  be a hereditarily total functional in one of the domains used for
interpreting PCF .
Then there is a total 
 such that ∃! is not PCF-de3nable relative to .
Proof. By Plotkin [9], ∃! is not PCF-de+nable in any function f : N→N.
By the main theorem of Normann [7], there is a total 
 that is PCF-de+nable
from some f :N→N.
This theorem then is a trivial corollary, since ‘PCF-de+nable in’ is a transitive
relation.
The Cook–Berger conjecture: Let  be a computable, hereditarily total object in the
typed hierarchy of algebraic domains with N⊥ and B⊥ as base domains.
Then there is a PCF-de3nable total functional  equivalent to .
Berger [2] supported this conjecture proving it for the so called fan functional. The
conjecture was veri+ed in a strong form in Normann [7]. Applications for PCF can
be found in Plotkin [10].
It is open if this result can be extended to Real-PCF . In the +nal section we will
discuss the Cook–Berger conjecture in the context of Real-PCF and give some partial
results related to it. A full veri+cation of the Cook–Berger conjecture for Real-PCF
will give a generalisation of Theorem 1 as a corollary. At the moment we are not even
able to generalise Theorem 1 to Real-PCF . The main result of this paper is in form
weaker than Theorem 1, but stated for full Real-PCF .
1.2. Real-PCF and semantics
We will not give a full account of Real-PCF and its semantics, see Escard,o [3, 4]
for this. We will assume familiarity with ordinary PCF . The reader may consult the
original paper [9] or e.g. Amadio and Curien [1].
In the extension to Real-PCF we add two more base types, one, I , for the unit
interval and one, R, for the real line.
A number of constants are added representing aKne rational transformations of reals
combined with projections to rational closed intervals.
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There are constants of type R→ o essentially testing if a real is bigger than or
smaller than a given rational number. These tests give just ⊥ if the real equals the
rational number in question.
One of the key constants in Real-PCF is the parallel if, pif. We will return to the
semantics of pif later. The idea is that we may compute a function on the reals by
piecewise computation, and if the two pieces match where they meet, we accept this
matching value as the value. This is not the full story, but will suKce for now.
The +x-point constants are important in PCF and likewise in Real-PCF , and most
nontrivial de+nitions will involve some +x-point constants. In order to obtain a sensible
semantics for the +xpoint-operator, we consider the reals as the maximal elements in
the continuous domain of closed, bounded intervals, with the full real line as ⊥. We let
R be this continuous domain, and I be the corresponding continuous domain for the
unit interval. The constants of Real-PCF are interpreted as operators on these domains.
The parallel if will be de+ned in two variants, one for I and one for R. Both
de+nitions are like this:
1. pifI is of type o; I; I → I and pifR is of type o; R; R→R:
2. <pif =(tt; x; y)= x
3. <pif =( ; x; y)=y
4. <pif =(⊥; x; y)= xy, which in this context is the least closed interval containing
both x and y.
For each type  we may now de+ne the continuous domain C(). Each Real-PCF-
term T of type  will be interpreted as an element of C(), as the upper limit of the
inductively de+ned <T =k . The de+nition of <T =k follows the operational semantics for
Real-PCF quite closely. Further details are given in Section 3.
1.3. The hereditarily total objects
For each type , we may isolate the set T ()⊆C() of hereditarily total objects as
follows:
Denition 2. If  is a base type, we let T () consist of the maximal elements. For
= →  we let
T () = { ∈ C() | ∀ ∈ T ()(() ∈ T ())}:
For base types, two diMerent total objects will be inconsistent, since the total objects
are maximal. For higher types, it is not in general the case that all total objects are
maximal or that all maximal objects are total. There is, however, a natural equivalence-
relation on the total objects, corresponding to extensional equivalence.
Denition 3. Let 1 and 2 be elements of T ().
Let 1≈ 2 if 1 2 is in T ().
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The following result is proved using an argument from Longo and Moggi [5]:
Lemma 1. For each type ; the relation ≈ is an equivalence relation. Moreover the
relation may be inductively de3ned by the following characterisation:
1: For base types ; ≈ is the identity-relation on the total objects.
2: For types = →  we have for all 1 and 2 in T () that
1 ≈ 2 ⇔ (∀1; 2 ∈ T ())(1 ≈ 2 ⇒ 1(1) ≈ 2(2)):
This characterisation shows that ≈ actually represents extensional equality. See also
Normann [6, 8] or Plotkin [10] for a discussion of this lemma and of the signi+cance
of this equivalence relation.
Remark 1. It is not in general the case that ≈ corresponds to consistency or bound-
edness. Two consistent total objects will be equivalent in this sense, but the converse
will not hold in general.
In e.g. C(R→ 	) the total objects are not dense, and then equivalent objects in
C((R→ 	)→ 	) are not always consistent. ‘Equivalence’ and ‘consistency’ is the same
relation on the total objects in the standard model for PCF . See Normann [8] for
further discussions.
RummelhoM [11] observed that ≈ is the least equivalence relation on T ()
containing the consistency-relation.
1.4. The main theorem
Escard,o [3, 4] showed that the continuous existential quanti+er ∃! is Real-PCF-
de+nable from the functional that gives us the maximal value of a continuous function
de+ned on the unit interval.
The argument is based on a particular instance of this functional, and the same term
cannot be used to de+ne ∃! relative to other total instances. This leads us to consider
Denition 4. Let  be a hereditarily total object of type ;  any object of type .
We say that  is uniformly Real-PCF-de3nable in  if there is a term T of type 
with one free variable x of type  such that for all hereditarily total  equivalent to ,
 = <T =():
It is no coincidence that Escard,o’s argument does not work for all instances of the
max-functional. Our main result will be:
Theorem 2. ∃! is not uniformly Real-PCF-de3nable in any hereditarily total func-
tional of any type.
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2. The total objects revisited
In this section we will prove one key lemma about the total objects that will be used
in the main argument of Section 3. In order to prove this we must enter the algebraic
technicalities of the semantics for Real-PCF .
In Escard,o’s semantics, as discussed in Section 1.2, each type  is interpreted as a
continuous domain C(). An alternative approach will be to interpret  as an algebraic
domain A(). In fact, the two approaches are almost equivalent. As a topological
space, C() is a retract of A(). In both hierarchies we may de+ne the hereditarily
total objects, and the embedding and projection forming the retraction will both be
total maps.
What is more important: We may select +nitary parts of the two approaches that
are identical, it is the way we complete these +nitary parts to a continuous domain or
an algebraic domain that makes the diMerence. We will call these +nitary parts 3nite
and we let C0() be the set of +nite elements of type . In the algebraic domain each
object will be the least upper bound of the +nite parts below it, and in the continuous
domain each object will be the least upper bound of the +nite parts way below it. Note
that we have a choice in identifying a base for the continuous domains, in particular for
the interpretation of R. Likewise, we have a choice in interpreting R as an algebraic
domain, a choice between various sets of compacts. This will be a choice between
various representations of R via algebraic domains. We just settle for one common
choice in the two cases.
In R the +nite parts will be closed rational intervals, and similarly for I. In N⊥
and B⊥ all objects are +nite.
For function types →  the +nite objects are given via +nite sets {(p1; q1); : : : ;
(pn; qn)}, where p1; : : : ; pn are in C0(), q1; : : : ; qn are in C0() and the standard con-
sistency requirement is satis+ed. We will identify the object in question with this set,
assuming that the reader is suKciently acquainted with domain theory to accept this
not quite correct convention.
We will write 
 just to mean that  is below  in the domain ordering. An
approximation will be a +nite object that is below, or way below in case of continuous
domains.
One property of the total objects that we will need is the following fact that can be
proved by simple induction over the types:
Lemma 2. Let  and  be elements of C() with 
. If  is total; then  is
total.
The following lemma is trivial in a hierarchy where the total objects are topologically
dense, like the typed hierarchy over just 	 and o or the typed hierarchy over just I and
R. In this hierarchy the total objects will in general not be topologically dense, so a
proof is required.
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Lemma 3. Let  be a type;  and  base types and let  be a total object in
C((→ )→ ).
Let ∈C(→ ) be total and let  ∈C(→ ) be any object.
Assume that for all total  ∈C() we have that ( ) and  ( ) are consistent.
Then () and ( ) are consistent.
Proof. We may assume that  is +nite since it suKces to prove this for all +nite
approximations to  . Then  is given from a +nite set {(!1; I1); : : : ; (!n; In)} where
each !i ∈C0() and each Ii is a +nite element of type . (We use the notation as if 
is R, but the argument holds for all base types.)
Since for all total ′
 we have that ()=(′) it is suKcient to +nd a total
′
 such that ′ and  are consistent.
We de+ne ′ by isolating the +nite elements that will approximate it, or
actually by identifying the formal pairs (#; J ) that may enter into such approxi-
mations.
Let (#; J )∈X if #∈C0(), J is a +nite object of type , {(#; J )} is an approximation
to  and for each i=1; : : : ; n we have that if Ii and J are inconsistent, then !i and #
are inconsistent.
We then let ′ be the least upper bound of the +nite elements de+ned from +nite
subsets of X .
By construction, ′
 and ′ is consistent with  . It remains to show that ′ is
total.
So, let  be total of type . Let J be a +nite approximation to ( ). If for some
i, J and Ii are inconsistent, we have that  and !i are inconsistent, since otherwise
 ′=  unionsq !i is total, and by the assumption  ( ′) is consistent with ( ′)=( ). Then
there is a +nite approximation to  that is inconsistent with !i.
All this means that there is a +nite approximation # to  such that
1. {(#; J )} approximates .
2. If J and Ii are inconsistent, then # and !i are inconsistent.
But then (#; J )∈X and the lemma is proved.
We will actually need the following generalised version, where we use standard
notation from type theory. The proof is like the proof of Lemma 3, only notationally
harder.
Lemma 4. Let  be a base type and let = 1; : : : ; n→  be a type. Let  be a total
element of type .
For each i=1; : : : ; n let i and  i be elements of C(i) such that i is total and
1: If i is a base type; then i and  i are consistent.
2: If = &i;1; : : : ; &i;mi → i where i is a base type; then for all total  ˜∈C(&˜i) we
have that i (˜ ) and  i (˜ ) are consistent.
Then (˜) and ( ˜ ) are consistent.
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3. The main theorem
In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 2. The proof is inspired from
the proof in [9] where Plotkin proves that ∃! is not PCF + POR-de+nable, with the
adjustments needed to prove this also for Escard,o’s [3, 4] extension to Real-PCF .
We will have to be careful about how we de+ne the approximations to < · =:
Denition 5. Let T be a term of base type with free variables among x˜ of types ˜.
By induction on k ∈N we de+ne <T =k(˜), where ˜ are of type ˜.
If T is a constant of base type, we let <T =k(˜)= <T = for all k.
If T is a variable xi of base type, we let <T =k(˜)=i for all k.
If T is any other term, we let <T =0(˜)=⊥.
Now let k be +xed and assume that <T =k(˜) are de+ned for all T and ˜ in question.
We consider the case
T = ST1 · · ·Tn
and give the de+nition by cases according to S. The case n=0 and S is a variable or
a constant is already handled.
If Ti is of base type, <Ti=k(˜) is by assumption de+ned.
If Ti is a variable xj that is not of base type, let <Ti=k(˜)=j.
If Ti is a constant that is not a +x-point constant, we let <Ti=k = <Ti=.
If Ti =Y we let <Ti=k be the interpretation of +f∈C(→ ):fk(⊥).
If Ti is any other term that is not of base type, let z˜ be variables of type ˜ such that
Ti˜z is of base type.
We let <Ti=k(˜) be the interpretation of
+ ˜ ∈ C (˜):<Ti˜z = k(˜;  ˜):
We now de+ne <T =k+1(˜) by cases on S:
• T =YT1T2 · · ·Tn.
Let <T =k+1(˜)= <T1(YT1)T2 · · ·Tn=k(˜)
• T = xiT1 · · ·Tn.
Let <T =k+1(˜)=i(<T1=k ; : : : ; <Tn=k).
• T =(+z:S1)T1T2 · · ·Tn.
Let <T =k+1(˜)= <S1[z=T1]T2 · · ·Tn=k(˜).
• T =CT1 · · ·Tn where C is any constant that is not a +x-point constant.
Let <T =k+1(˜)= <C=(<T1=k(˜); : : : ; <Tn=k(˜)).
This de+nition is carefully designed in order to obtain that all terms T of base type
(and all other terms for that matter) will satisfy that
<T =(˜) =
⊔
k∈!
<T =k(˜);
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together with the convention that for terms T that are not base types, we may assume
at a certain point in the proof of Lemma 5 that the approximation to T is de+ned via
lambda-abstraction from approximations to corresponding terms of base type.
We will now enter the proof of the key lemma that will lead us to the main result
of the paper. We still let c be the constant  -function over N⊥.
Denition 6. Let n∈N.
Let ntt ∈C(	→ o) be de+ned by:
1. ntt(n)= tt
2. ntt(m)=⊥ if m = n.
Lemma 5. Let x˜ be a sequence of variables of types ˜.
Let y be a variable of type (	→ o)→ o.
Let T be a term of base type with all free variables among x˜; y.
Let ˜ be total objects of types ˜ and let A⊆N.
Assume that for all n∈A and all total ˜
 ˜ we have that
<T =(˜; ntt) = <T =(˜;⊥):
Let k ∈N.
For all but 3nitely many n∈A there are total ˜
 ˜ such that <T =k(˜; c ) and
<T =(˜; ntt) are consistent.
Proof. We prove this simultaneously for all relevant T , ˜ and A by induction on k.
The induction start k =0 is easy: If T is a constant or variable of base type, the lemma
is trivially true for all k, and otherwise <T =0(˜; c )=⊥, and the claim is trivially true.
The induction step is split into cases depending on the syntactical form of T . Since
T is of a base type, T is not of the form +zT1, so T is either a constant, a variable
or of the form
ST1 · · ·Tl = S(T1; : : : ; Tl);
where S is either a constant, a variable or a +-abstraction.
If S = +zS1 we have
<S(T1; : : : ; Tl)=k+1 = <S1[z=T1](T2; : : : ; Tl)=k
and we may use the induction hypothesis. So we only have to consider the constants
and the variables. For the constant Y, the +x point operator over type , we follow
Plotkin and, in analogy with the case of +-abstraction, consider the conversion form.
All other constants but pif are easy and fairly similar. Let us consider one: T =
headqT1 where q∈Q.
The semantics is that <T =(˜; f)= tt if the interval <T1=(˜; f) is strictly below q,
the value is  if this interval is strictly above q, and the value is ⊥ if the interval
contains q.
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Then
<T =(˜; ntt) = <T =(˜;⊥)⇒ <T1=(˜; ntt) = <T1=(˜;⊥);
and we may use the induction hypothesis.
Remark. This is a case where the totality of <T =( ˜ ; ntt) does not imply that <T1=( ˜ ; ntt)
is total. It is in order to handle this case that we formulated the assumption on ntt vs.
⊥ the way we did.
Now consider the case S =y. The term T in this case is of the form yT1 where
T1 is of type 	. There is at most one n∈A (the possible value of <T1=(˜; ctt)) for
which <yT1=(˜; ntt) can be anything but ⊥. Since for all n∈A and total 
,
<T =(˜; ntt) = <T =(˜;⊥), A can contain at most one element.
We are now left with the two cases S = pif and S = xi.
Case S = xi: We will prove the lemma for all n∈A in this case, using ˜= ˜ in
order to satisfy the induction step. We have
<T = k+1(˜; c ) = i(<T1= k(˜; c ); : : : ; <(Tl)= k(˜; c ))
and for all ˜
<T =(˜; ntt) = i(<T1=(˜; ntt); : : : ; <(Tl)=(˜; ntt)):
Claim 1. For all n∈A; j6l and total ˜
 ˜ we have that <Tj=(˜; ntt) is total.
Proof. Assume not. Then we may +nd a total ′j 
j such that
′j(<T1=(˜; ntt); : : : ; <Tl=(˜; ntt)) = ⊥:
Since the set of total elements below j is closed under meet, we may assume that
′J =j. But then
<T =(˜;⊥) 
 <T =(˜; ntt) = ⊥ 
 <T =(˜;⊥);
so the assumption on n∈A fails.
Now, let j6l, z˜ be new variables of types ˜ such that Tj˜z is of base type. We are
going to apply Lemma 4. If Tj itself is of base type, z˜ will be the empty sequence. In
the proof of the next claim, just ignore z˜ and  ˜ in this case.
Claim 2. For each n∈A and total  ˜ of type ˜;
<Tj=(˜; ntt)(˜ )
is consistent with
<Tj= k(˜; c )(˜ ):
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Proof. We have that
<Tj=(˜; 3)(˜ ) = <Tj˜z =(˜; 3;  ˜)
and, thanks to our careful de+nition of the approximations, that
<Tj= k(˜; 3)(˜ ) = <Tj˜z = k(˜; 3;  ˜)
for all k, ˜, 3 and  ˜.
There are two cases.
The +rst case is that <Tj=(˜;⊥)(˜ )= r, where r is total.
In this case we have that
<Tj˜z =(˜; c ;  ˜) = r;
so <Tj˜z = k(˜; c ;  ˜) will be consistent with r. Moreover, <Tj˜z =(˜; ntt;  ˜)= r for each
n∈N, so each <Tj˜z =(; ntt;  ) are consistent with <Tj˜z =k(˜; c ;  ˜).
The other case is that <Tj=(˜;⊥)(˜ ) is not total.
Let n∈A,  ˜′
  ˜ and ˜
 ˜ be total.
By Claim 1 then <Tj=(˜; ntt)(˜ ′) is total, so in particular
<Tj=(˜; ntt)(˜ ′) = <Tj=(˜;⊥)(˜ ′):
Then we may use the induction hypothesis and conclude that for all but +nitely many
n∈A there are total ˜
 ˜ and  ˜′
  ˜ such that <Tj=(˜; ntt)(˜ ′) is consistent with
<Tj=(˜; c )(˜ ).
Since the former value is independent of n∈A, ˜ and  ˜′, we have that <Tj=(˜; ntt)(˜ )
is consistent with <Tj=k(˜; c )(˜ ) for all n∈A.
The induction step in this case now follows from Lemma 4 and from Claim 2.
Case T = pif (T1; T2; T3): We split this argument into two main sub-cases.
Case 1
<T1=k(˜; c ) is total.
We may without loss of generality assume that the value is tt. Then <T =k+1(˜; c )=
<T2=k(˜; c ).
For all but +nitely many n∈A there must be a total ˜
 ˜ such that
<T1=(˜; ntt) ∈ {⊥; tt};
since the converse will contradict the induction hypothesis.
Then <T =(˜; ntt)
 <T2=(˜; ntt).
Let A1 = {n∈A | <T1=(˜; ntt)∈{⊥; tt}}, and let n∈A1.
If there are total ˜′
 ˜ such that <T2=(˜′;⊥)= <T2=(˜′; ntt), then
<T =(˜  ˜′; ntt) 
 <T2= (˜′;⊥)
and the latter is consistent with <T2=k(˜; c ). Thus for these n, the lemma will hold.
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Let A2 be those n∈A1 for which the argument above does not apply. If A2 is +nite,
there is no problem. If A2 is in+nite we may use the induction hypothesis and obtain
that for all but +nitely many n∈A2 there are total ˜
 ˜ such that <T2=(˜; ntt) is
consistent with <T2=k(˜; c ).
Since <T =(˜; ntt)
 <T2=(˜; ntt), we are through.
Case 2
<T1=k(˜; c )=⊥.
Then
<T = k+1(˜; c ) = <T2= k(˜; c )  <T3=(˜; c ):
Since
{<T1=(˜; ntt) | n ∈ A ∧ ˜ 
 ˜}
is consistent, this set is either a subset of {⊥; tt} or of {⊥; }. Without loss of gen-
erality we may assume that the former is the case. This means that for n∈A we have
that
<T =(˜; ntt) 
 <T2=(˜; ntt)
and
<T =k+1(˜; c ) 
 <T2= k(˜; c ):
Then it is suKcient to show that for all but +nitely many n∈A there are total ˜
 ˜
such that <T2=(˜; ntt) and <T2=k(˜; c ) are consistent. This is proved like in Case 1.
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. If ∃! is uniformly Real-PCF-de+nable from the total object ,
there is a term T of type o with one free variable x of the type of  such that for all
total  equivalent to  we have that
1. <T =(; c )= 
2. <T =(; ntt)= tt for all n∈N.
There will be a k ∈N such that <T = k(; c )=  .
For each n∈N we will have that <T =(;⊥)=⊥, so the assumptions in Lemma 5
are satis+ed with A=N. But the conclusion is certainly not satis+ed, so the assump-
tion that T de+nes ∃! uniformly from  must be false. This ends the proof of the
theorem.
4. Relative denability of type two functionals over R
The most faithful extension of the Cook–Berger conjecture to Real-PCF will be to
conjecture that any computable, total object of any type has an equivalent total object
that is de+nable in Real-PCF . This generalisation is of course not conjectured by Cook
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or Berger, and will not be conjectured in this paper. On the contrary, based on eMorts
to solve the problem we +nd it more likely that there will be counterexamples.
One candidate for a counter example will be the functional SUP(f)= sup{f(x) | 06
x61} de+ned for total continuous functions f from I to I . This functional is exten-
sional and will have several representatives in the domain interpretation of the type
(I → I)→ I . Escard,o [3, 4] showed that one representative of this functional may be
used to de+ne ∃!. It may be that all computable representatives of this function can
be used to de+ne ∃!, this is open, but we have just showed that this cannot be done
in a uniform way. On the other hand, it is also open whether one instance of SUP is
plainly Real-PCF-de+nable.
In this section we will show that if the Cook–Berger conjecture holds for the
supremum-functional, then it will hold for all functionals of type 2.
Escard,o [3, 4] has shown that all computable functions of type 1 are Real-PCF-
de+nable. Moreover he has shown that all computable objects of any type are Real-
PCF-de+nable in the constant ∃!. In his proofs he uses some special maps joinR
where R is a closed rational interval. He shows that joinR is uniformly de+nable from
the index of R in a suitable enumeration of all closed rational intervals. We will use
the joinR-maps in much the same way as Escard,o used them, and for the sake of
completeness, we give the de+nition:
Denition 7. Let R be a closed rational interval, I any closed interval.
joinR(I)=R∩ I if R∩ I = ∅.
joinR(I) is the element in R closest to I otherwise.
Denition 8. A functional  is a sup-operator if it is a representative for SUP, i.e. if
1.  is of type (I → I)→ I .
2.  is total.
3. If f is total and of type I → I then
(f) = sup{f(x) | 06x 6 1 ∧ x ∈ R}:
We will show that the Cook–Berger conjecture will hold for type (R→R)→R relative
to any sup-operator.
Recall that the +nite objects of type R→R will be +nite sets
X = {(I1; J1); : : : ; (In; Jn)};
where each Ii and Ji are closed, bounded intervals with rational endpoints. The set of
+nite objects can be enumerated in an eMective way, and when we claim something to
hold uniformly in X , we mean uniformly in the index of X in this enumeration.
Lemma 6. Let  be a sup-operator; X = {(I1; J1); : : : ; (In; Jn)} a 3nite object of type
R→R.
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Uniformly de3nable in  and X there is a function
t;X : (R→ R)→ B⊥;
such that for all total f in C(R→R):
1: t;X (f)= tt if f(x) is in the interior of Ji for all i6n and x∈ Ii.
2: t;X =  if f(x) =∈ Ji for some i6n and some x∈ Ii.
The proof is simple and is left for the reader.
If t;X (f)∈{⊥; tt}, then X and f will be consistent, while if t;X (f)=  , X and
f will be inconsistent, so t;X is a partial test of consistency with X . The proof of the
next theorem is to a large extent due to Escard,o. It is the use of the sup-operator that
is new here. For the sake of completeness, we give a detailed proof.
Theorem 3. Let  be a sup-operator.
Let  be any total; computable functional of type (R→R)→R.
Then there is a total ′ equivalent to  that is Real-PCF-de3nable relative to .
Proof. Let {(Xn; Rn)}n∈N be a recursive enumeration of pairs where
1. Each Rn is a closed interval with rational endpoints.
2. Each Xn is a +nite object of type R→R.
3. For all f∈C(R→R),
(f) = ∩{Rn |Xn is an approximation to f}:
Now, let tn = t;Xn from Lemma 6.
For each total f of type R→R we will have that
(f) = ∩{Rn | tn(f) = tt}:
We use the +x point operator to de+ne a function
S : (N⊥;R→ R)→ R
satisfying
S(n; f) = pif (tn(f); joinRn(S(n+ 1; f)); S(n+ 1; f)):
From now on, let f∈C(R→R) be total.
Claim. Let m be such that tm(f)= tt; and let n6m. Then S(n; f)⊆Rm.
Proof of claim. We use reversed induction for n6m.
For n=m, the claim is trivial. So let n¡m and assume that the claim holds for
n+ 1. There are three cases:
1. tn(f)= tt.
Then, both Xn and Xm are consistent with f and, since f is total, it follows that Xn
and Xm are consistent.
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Then Rn ∩Rm = ∅:
Since S(n+ 1; f)⊆Rm we have that
S(n; f) = joinRn(S(n+ 1; f)) ⊆ Rm:
2. tn(f)=  .
Then we may use the induction hypothesis directly.
3. tn(f)=⊥.
Since we are not in case 2 we have that Xn is consistent with f.
By the argument of case 1
joinRn(S(n+ 1; f)) ⊆ Rm
and by the induction hypothesis
S(n+ 1; f) ⊆ Rm:
It follows that
S(n; f) = joinRn(S(n+ 1; f))  S(n+ 1; f) ⊆ Rm
and the claim is proved.
From the claim we see that if tm(f)= tt then S(0; f)⊆Rm. Since
(f) = ∩{Rm | tm(f) = tt};
we have that S(0; f)=(f).
This equality holds for all total f. Let ′(f)= S(0; f) for all f∈C(R→R). Then
′ is total, Real-PCF-de+nable from  and equivalent to .
This ends the proof of the theorem.
The continuous existential quanti+er ∃! is not de+nable. There is however a de+nable
∃w!
∃! such that for all total f∈C(	→ o)
∃!(f) = ∃w!(f);
namely
∃w!(f) = f(9n(f(n) = tt)):
One technical obstacle in eMorts to solve the Cook–Berger conjecture for Real-PCF
has been that we have not been able to de+ne (within Real-PCF) a similar operator
for the reals.
Denition 9. A semi-discriminator is an object
S ∈ C((	 → I)→ o)
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such that for all total f∈C(	→ I).
1. S(f)= tt if ∃n(f(n)¿ 12 ).
2. S(f)=  if f(⊥)¡ 12 .
The reason why we +nd this concept interesting is because we may prove the Cook–
Berger conjecture for Real-PCF relative to any semi-discriminator. We state the
following without proof:
Theorem 4. Let S be a semi-discriminator. Let  be total and computable. Then
there is a total  equivalent to  that is Real-PCF-de3nable relative to S.
A full proof would require several pages of text. The strategy is to replace the use
of a sup-operator from the proof of Theorem 3 with the use of a semi-discriminator.
We need the results of Normann [8] to see that the set of total objects consistent
with a given +nite object contains an eMectively enumerable dense subset. We use this
fact and the semi-discriminator to split between the cases where one total object  is
inconsistent with a +xed +nite object X on total arguments and the case where X 

in a strong sense.
The proof is by induction on the type, and in order to make the induction work we
will use methods from Normann [7]. However, having non deterministic if available,
we may use the algorithm due to Escard,o instead of the key algorithm in [7], see the
proof of Theorem 3.
We may adjust the proof of Theorem 2 and show that ∃! is not uniformly Real-PCF-
de+nable in the semi-discriminators. We end this paper by formulating two problems:
Problem 1. Is there a semi-discriminator de+nable in Real-PCF?
Assuming that Problem 1 will have a negative solution we suggest
Problem 2. Is there a term T of type (	→ I)→ o with one free variable x and a total
 such that <T =() is a semi-discriminator for all total  equivalent to ?
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